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Abstract—The surging mobile devices provide both oppor-
tunities and challenges for building autonomous or adhoc
networks. To build these networks, the top priority is to make
devices discover each other quickly. However, existing neighbor
discovery protocols (NDPs) may introduce large discovery
latency due to beacon collisions in multi-node networks. In
this paper, we propose an anti-collision NDP to avoid beacon
collisions by carrier sensing. Moreover, we reduce the discovery
latency by prioritising nodes which wait for a long time and
controlling active slot duration dynamically. Simulation results
show that our approach avoids most beacon collisions and
reduces the discovery latency by more than 40%.

Index Terms—Neighbor discovery protocol, beacon collision-
s, carrier sense

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing popularity of mobile devices, people
tend to be connected tightly with each other through au-
tonomous or adhoc networks. These networks are composed
of multiple mobile devices with communication and collab-
oration capacities [1–8]. It is a prerequisite for establishing
an autonomous or adhoc network to enable devices discover
one another with a short latency, which has attracted signif-
icant interest.

Many neighbor discovery protocols (NDPs) have been
proposed to conduct discovery among neighbors by allowing
devices to alternate between the active and sleeping status
periodically [9–13]. The Birthday protocol was inspired by
the Birthday Paradox, that each node listens, transmits,
or sleeps under probabilities for achieving fast neighbor
discovery in the average case [9]. The Searchlight protocol
tried to increase the chance that active status durations of
neighbors meet by adopting over-half occupation [10]. The
Quorum protocol followed the notion of quorum [11], that
each node arbitrarily picks one column and one row of the
group as active status durations [12]. The Disco protocol
was derived from the Chinese Remainder Theorem, that
each node wakes up at moments of the primes selected
in advance [13]. The works mentioned above trade off
between the power consumption and the discovery latency
of mobile devices. However, nowadays many smart devices
relax the requirement on the energy consumption [14]. Thus,
compared with low energy consumption, the importance

of faster discovery has greatly risen [15]. However, the
aforementioned works did not appropriate for demands
of smart devices due to relatively high discovery latency.
Actually, the high discovery latency is due to collisions of
the neighbor discovery beacons, which is seldom considered
before. Moreover, with the increasing popularity of mobile
device, NDPs designed for two or three nodes do not fit the
multi-node networks any more. Motivated by this, our work
investigates avoidance of beacon collisions and reduction of
the discovery latency among multiple nodes.

Only a few works in the literature have studied the beacon
collision problem. The Carrier-Sensing Multiple Access (C-
SMA) [16] was proposed to avoid beacon collisions during
message transmission by carrier sensing. But CSMA is not
applied to neighbor discovery, and it does not mention the
carrier sensing process in detail. For example, when to
carrier sense or what to do if there is a collision. Authors
in [17] designed a mechanism that allowed each node to
autonomously control its active status duration based on
the detected amount of beacon collisions. However, this
mechanism cannot avoid collisions of beacons in advance
as it is conducted after collision occurs.

In this paper, we design a scheme which can be applied
to existing NDPs to avoid beacon collisions as well as to
reduce the discovery latency. In this scheme, each node uses
the carrier sensing [18] to avoid the collision of beacons.
Moreover, when a node abandon its beacon opportunity
to avoid collision, it can dynamically extend its active
status duration as compensation to increase its opportunity
for neighbor discovery. Theoretical analysis and simulation
results show the benefit of adopting our scheme compared
to the existing NDPs in terms of the discovery latency and
collision avoidance performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we intro-
duce the terms and assumptions in Section II. In Section III,
we propose our protocol. In Section IV, we analyse the
feasibility and superiority of the proposed protocol. In
Section V, we apply our approach to the existing NDPs,
and analyse the discovery latency and collision avoidance
performance. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we detail the system model. We first
introduce several basic terminologies that will be adopted
throughout the rest of this paper.

• Active slots and idle slots: When nodes are in active
slots, they can listen beacons, sense carrier and send
beacons. On the contrary, nodes sleep in idle slots.

• Carrier sense [16]: Nodes detect the channel status
(idle/occupied) before deciding to send a beacon.

• Duty cycle: It is the fraction of time a node spends in
active slots.

• Discovery latency: It measures time nodes spend to
wait until they discovers all their neighbors.

• Beacon collision: When multiple nodes simultaneously
send beacons, conflicts arise. It means that all the
conflicted beacons fail to transmit.

Based on the terminologies introduced above, we present
the following assumptions.

• Bidirectional links: We assume that neighbor nodes
have the same transmission range.

• Radio model: In an active slot, listening and carrier
sensing can be proceed simultaneously, while beacon-
ing is independent.

III. THE ANTI-COLLISION NDP

In this section, we discuss the anti-collision neighbor
discovery protocol or simply ‘Ac NDP’ for short. The
protocol can avoid beacon collisions and significantly reduce
discovery latency among multiple nodes.

A. Overall Process

Most of NDPs adopt a time-slotted model, where contin-
uous time is separated into discrete time slots. These slots
have the same duration and is long enough for neighbor
discovery. In this paper, we adopt the time-slotted model
proposed by Dutta and Culler, where a beacon is transmitted
at both the start and the end of an active slot [13]. It is
demonstrated that, this time-slotted model can ensure an
adequate overlap of active slots even when slots of nodes
are unaligned.

In our design, each active slot is further divided into n
units. Each unit is equal to the time needed to send a beacon.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, within an active slot, it
takes one unit for one carrier sensing or one beaconing,
while random waiting and listening may cost more units
(e.g., k1 or k2 units for random waiting and remaining units
for listening).

Unlike traditional NDPs, in our design, in order to avoid
collisions, each node first utilizes carrier sense to detect
whether the channel is idle before sending its beacon. If
the channel is idle as shown in Fig. 1, the node will wait
for a random time k1, and then conduct a second carrier
sense. The reason for this is to guarantee the idleness of
the channel. Otherwise, if the channel is occupied as shown
in Fig. 2, the node will give up beaconing so as to avoid
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Fig. 1. Time-slotted model without beacon collisions.
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Fig. 2. Time-slotted model with two beacon collisions.
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Fig. 3. Neighbor discovery process under two-node environment.

collisions. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2, if the node can
not send two beacons in one active slot, it will automatically
extend its active duration to next slot until two beacons are
sending out cumulatively in one active duration.

This anti-collision NDP can be applied to existing NDPs.
In this paper, we take Disco protocol as an example. For
easy understanding, we consider there are two nodes with
aligned slots need to discover each other, as shown in Fig. 3.
They first select a pair of prime numbers (p, q) respectively.
For example, assume that node i chooses (3, 7) while node
j chooses (5, 11), and the prime number pairs decide their
active and idle patterns. Then, we apply our Ac NDP to the
two nodes. Thus, each node will send beacons at both the
start and the end of an active slot. They can also use carrier
sense to avoid beacon collisions as we introduced in Fig. 4.
However, considering that there may be nodes always giving
up sending beacons, we design beaconing priorities for fair.

B. The Priority of Waiting Time

In order to compensate those nodes who have already
given up sending a beacon previously, we prioritize their
waiting time. Specifically, we define k as the amount of
units taken for each random waiting, and define rl and ru
as lower and upper bounds in advance, where 0 < rl < ru.
For the node who has already given up sending a beacon
before, k is randomly generated from (0, rl) to reduce its
next waiting time for compensation. For the node who sends
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Fig. 4. Flow chat of the Ac NDP.

beacons successfully, k is randomly generated from (rl, ru)
to avoid collision with nodes who need to be compensated.

As shown in Fig. 1, the node sends the first beacon
successfully. Thus, its waiting times k2 before sending
the second beacon is randomly generated from (rl, ru).
However, in Fig. 2, the node gives up beaconing to avoid
collisions. For compensation, we prioritize the node by
randomly generating its waiting time k3 from (0, rl).

In addition, considering the length of each slot, we should
note that the upper bound should satisfy ru < n−6

2 . The
reason is that if a node can send two beacons in an active
slot as shown in Fig. 1, it will spent 2 units on beaconing
and 4 units on carrier sensing, and thus these 6 units can
not be used for random waiting. Thus, its duration for each
random waiting is less than n−6

2 units since the node waits
twice in an active slot.

C. Dynamic Active Slot Length Control

Considering that not all nodes can send two beacons in
one active slot successfully, we try to increase beaconing
opportunities for nodes that meet collisions. Inspired by
[17], where slots are doubled when beacon collision occurs

and are halved when no collisions detected, we propose
a dynamic active slot length control mechanism. In this
mechanism, if a node can not send two beacons in one
active slot, it will automatically extend its active duration
to next slot until two beacons are sending out cumulatively
as shown in Fig. 2.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyse the feasibility and superiority
of our proposed Ac NDP scheme. We take the simplest co-
primality based NDP for example. Two nodes i and j, pick
two numbers mi and mj which are co-primes. Node i starts
counting at slot si and its duty cycle is 1/mi. Thus, we
know that its active slot number is xi = si+miv, ∀v ∈ Z+.
Similarly, for node j, its slot number is xj = sj+mjv, ∀v ∈
Z+.

A. Feasibility for Neighbor Discovery

To help with the illustration of the feasibility of Ac NDP
scheme, we introduce the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

Lemma 1: Let m and n be positive integers. For any
integers a and b, there exists an integer x ∈ {0} ∪ Z+

such that

x ≡ a (mod m), (1)
x ≡ b (mod n) (2)

if and only if a ≡ b (mod gcd(m,n)). (3)

Based on the Lemma 1, the co-primality based NDPs (e.g.
Disco) have been proved to guarantee discovery for any two
nodes [13]. Thus, the Ac NDP is feasible since it is based
on feasible NDPs.

B. Superiority in Discovery Latency

The Chinese Remainder Theorem also provides a com-
mon solution for x. Specifically, for the simplest co-
primality based NDP, modes can discover each other at the
slot x = x0 +mimjv for some integer v. One x0 is

x0 = siwimj + sjwjmi, (4)

where wi and wj must satisfy

wimj = 1 (mod mi), (5)
wjmi = 1 (mod mj). (6)

However, if there is an beacon collision at slot x0+mimjv,
node i and j have to wait for at least mimj slots to discover
each other, which means x = x0 +mimj(v + u), u ∈ Z+.
But if we apply the Ac NDP, node i and j will wake up
in the next slot to send beacons again. Thus we have x =
x0+mimjv+u, u ∈ Z+. It is obvious that the Ac NDP can
significantly reduce the discovert latency compared with the
existing NDPs by avoiding beacon collisions and controlling
the active slot length dynamically.
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Fig. 5. CDF of discovery latency for different NDPs when N=100.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the simulation results for the
evaluation of our proposed design on discovery latency
as well as collision avoidance. The results are derived by
repeating neighbor discovery process by 5000 times for
each NDP with multiple nodes. In the simulation, we set
n = 100, rl = 10, ru = 15.

In Fig. 5, we present the discovery latency of several
popular NDPs by showing the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of the latency when the amount of nodes N
is 100. The figure shows that, although Birthday protocol
can ensure a fastest discovery in most case, it may lead to
huge latency periodically. Disco and Quorum have similar
CDFs, which are inferior to Birthday for over 95% of the
time. However, they both have shorter predictable maximum
latencies compared with Birthday. Hello and U-Connect’s
performance are mediocre, but they have shorter predictable
maximum latencies. In general, we can find the average
discover latency of these NDPs is around 250 slots.

In order to illustrate the benefits of our design, we test
the discovery latency of Ac NDP under different amounts
of nodes N as shown in Fig. 6. We can find that, when
N = 100, Ac NDP can find almost 70% neighbors within
only 25 slots and can find almost 95% neighbors within
100 slots. However, in Fig. 5, Birthday, as the fastest NDP
can only find 70% neighbors within 100 slots. Moreover, the
predictable maximum latency of Ac NDP is around 150 slot,
which is close to the shortest predictable maximum latency.
Therefore, we can infer that the Ac NDP can reduce the
discovery latency by more than 40%. Fig. 6 also shows that
although the discover latency increases significantly with
the increasing of N , the Ac NDP can find most neighbors
within a short time.

In Fig. 7, we record the amount of collisions avoided by
the Ac NDP under different N . As we known, collisions
happen much more frequently when N is larger, but the
amount of avoided collisions increases linearly with the
growth of N . It means that, the Ac NDP rearrange the
beacon transmission process, which avoid the potential
collisions.
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Fig. 6. CDF of discovery latency for different nodes amounts.
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Fig. 7. Amount of collisions avoided by the Ac NDP for different nodes
amounts.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a mechanism, namely Ac NDP,
to avoid beacon collision in neighbor discovery, which can
further reduce the discovery latency. In this scheme, each
node uses carrier sensing and random waiting to ensure
that the channel is idle before sending its beacon to avoid
collision. We also presented a priority mechanism to prevent
node from waiting too long. In addition, considering the
loose requirement on energy consumption for current smart
devices, nodes can dynamically wake up in the next slot to
increase the probability of neighbor discovery. We illustrate
the feasibility and superiority of the proposed protocol the-
oretically. Simulations results show that, the Ac NDPs can
significantly reduce beacon collisions, and reduce discovery
latency by over 40%. In addition, although the discover
latency increases significantly with the increasing of N ,
the Ac NDP can find most neighbors within a short time.
In conclusion, our mechanism is suitable for multi nodes
environment and it can effectively avoid beacon collisions
and reduce discovery latencies.
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